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16 May 2024 
Global Markets Research 

Daily Market Highlights 

16 May: Easing US CPI and stalled retail sales bolstered rate cut bets 

US major stock indices hit record highs; treasury yields and DXY plunged 

EC: Gradual growth in the Eurozone amid geopolitical risks; downgrade to CPI forecasts 

PBoC maintained 1Y MLF rate; Japan’s 1Q GDP fell as consumers & companies cut spending 
 

• All the three US equity indices popped to record highs on Wednesday, after 

the latest US inflation report showed price pressures moderating as 

expected, bucking previous readings and soothing persistent inflation fears. 

Softer retail sales data also revived investor optimism that the Fed will cut in 

the near future, sending the S&P 500 rallying 1.2% d/d, Nasdaq rising 1.4% 

d/d while Dow Jones gained 0.9% d/d. Market leaders in the technology 

sector popped upon the inflation reading and were notable gainers. 

• Similarly, European markets also closed higher on optimism over the Fed 

rate cut bets. Stoxx Eur 600 closed 0.6% d/d higher, with most sectors and 

major bourses in positive territory led by real estate and utilities. Corporate 

results from banking giants ABN Amro and Commerzbank were mixed, while 

Burberry shares plunged 7.3% d/d after warning of a "challenging" outlook, 

dragging other luxury stocks with it. Asian stocks closed mixed but are set 

for a positive open today following US and the futures. 

• Yields on the Treasuries plunged 9-11bps across the curve following the US 

CPI and retail sales reports. The 2Y yield slid 9bps to 4.72%, while the 10Y 

fell 10bps to 4.34%. Similarly, 10Y European bond yields fell between 9-

15bps led by the Italian sovereign bonds. 

• The Dollar slid to its 1-month low against its G10 peers after the soft batch 

of economic data. DXY fell 0.6% d/d to 104.35, with NZD, SEK and NOK the 

leading gainers against greenback at +1.3% d/d each. Regional currencies 

also strengthened against the Dollar, led by JPY (+1.0% d/d to 154.88), PHP 

(+0.5% d/d) and SGD (+0.5% d/d to 1.3452). We, nonetheless, expect some 

weakness in JPY today following the undershot in 1Q GDP data this morning. 

MYR, meanwhile, appreciated 0.2% d/d to close at 4.7063 and is expected to 

continue with its strengthening trend today in anticipation of USD weakness. 

• Oil prices rose in tune to 0.5-0.8% d/d after an EIA report showed that crude 

inventories dropped by 2.5m barrels in the week ending May 10. This comes 

after oil prices fell earlier in the session after the International Energy 

Agency cut its global demand growth forecast by 140k b/d for 2024 on 1Q 

demand contraction in rich countries. 

 

PBoC maintained 1Y MLF rate 

• As widely expected, the People’s Bank of China maintained its 1Y medium-

term lending facility (MLF) rate at 2.50% and offered 125bn yuan of MLF 

this month. The latest move signals the central bank’s intention to aid a 

nascent economic recovery without adding pressure to the yuan, and is in 

line with the latest MOF’s announcement of a 1tn yuan fiscal stimulus to 

support the Government’s ambitious growth target of 5% this year. 

 

 

Key Market Metrics  

 
Source: Bloomberg, HLBB Global Markets Research 
* Dated as of 14 May for CPO 
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US CPI eased as expected, retail sales unexpectedly stalled, slowdown in 

housing indicators 

• Both headline and core CPI moderated as expected to +3.4% y/y and +3.6% 

y/y respectively in April (Mar: +3.5% y/y and +3.8% y/y), the latter is the 

lowest reading this year. On a m/m basis, both headline and core prices rose 

at a slower pace of +0.3% m/m (Mar: +0.4% m/m), with shelter and energy 

contributing to 70% of the monthly increase. Energy prices saw a steady 

increase of +1.1% m/m, food prices were flat (Apr: +0.1% m/m), services 

slowed (+0.4% m/m vs +0.5% m/m) on disinflation in housing, while goods 

prices fell 0.1% m/m due to the decline in car prices. 

• Consumer spending, meanwhile, slowed more than expected in April, with 

retail sales stagnating after a downwardly revised +0.6% m/m gain the prior 

month. Control-group sales, used to calculate GDP, declined 0.3% m/m from 

+1.0% m/m previously. Seven out of the 14 categories posted sales 

decreases, led by a pullback at non-store retailers, sporting goods and autos, 

while much of the spending was focused on necessities like food and 

gasoline, the latter due to higher prices.  

• The headline data suggests that consumers are starting to feel the pinch 

from the high interest rates, still elevated inflation, declining savings rate, 

cooler labour market and slower wage growth. Real average weekly earnings 

slowed to +0.5% y/y in April from 0.6% y/y previously, but sales could have 

been potentially affected by the bump-up sales in March due to the early 

Easter holiday and Amazon sales.  

• In the housing market, elevated mortgage rates weighed on builder 

confidence and mortgage applications in May. The NAHB Housing Market 

Index eased more than expected to 45 (Apr: 51), while mortgage 

applications slowed to +0.5% w/w for the week ended May 10 (May 3: 

+2.6% w/w).  For the former, all three sub-components (current sales 

conditions, sales expectations in the next six months and traffic of 

prospective buyers) declined and NAHB were concerned that the recent 

rules that require insured mortgages for homes built to the 2021 

International Energy Conservation Code, could further increase the cost of 

construction. 

• The Empire Fed Manufacturing index unexpectedly worsened to -15.6 in 

May (Apr: -14.3) as new orders declined significantly, unfilled orders fell, 

labor market conditions remained weak while the pace of price increases 

moderated slightly. Though firms expect conditions to improve over the next 

six months, optimism was subdued. 

 

EC expects a gradual expansion in the Eurozone amid high geopolitical risks 

• Highlights from the latest European Commission’s (EC) Spring forecast 

include: 1) The EC is expecting the Euro area to expand by a faster pace of 

0.8% in 2024 (unchanged from its previous forecast) and 1.4% in 2025 

(marginally revised down), with almost all member states expected to 

return to growth. 2) CPI projections were revised down to 2.5% in 2024 and 

2.1% in 2025 (2023: 5.4%), with food and non-energy industrial goods 

becoming the primary disinflation drivers. Energy inflation is expected to 

turn positive again, but only marginally, while the relatively weak economic 

momentum and decelerating wage growth should allow services inflation to 

ease. 3) The EU economy is still expected to generate another 2.5m jobs, 

while the unemployment rate should hover around the current record-low 

rates. In terms of wages, real disposable income is set to accelerate further 

in 2025 and should deliver a more sustained consumption growth during 
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the year. 4) Risks to growth have increased due to geopolitical tensions. On 

the domestic front, ECB could postpone rate cuts until the decline in 

services inflation firms, and on the back of a more restrictive fiscal policy as 

member states reduce budget deficits and put debt ratios back on a 

declining path. 5) On a separate note, 1Q GDP and employment growth was 

left unchanged at +0.3% q/q respectively (4Q: -0.1% q/q and +0.3% q/q). 

 

Australia’s wage growth unexpectedly slowed due to the public sector 

• Annual wage growth unexpectedly slowed to +4.1% y/y and +0.8% q/q in 

1Q (4Q: +4.2% y/y and +0.9% y/y). This marks the first time that wage 

growth has decelerated since 2020, but wages have remained at or above 

4.0% since 3Q of 2023. Private sector wages grew at a faster pace than 

those in the public sector, the latter reflecting the implementation of new 

enterprise agreements and changes to wage caps.  

 

Japan’s economy contracted in 1Q as consumers and corporate cut spending 

• Economic growth weakened more than expected to -2.0% q/q in 1Q (4Q: 

0%), underscoring a fragile economic recovery as both consumer and 

capital spending retreated, while net exports exerted a drag to growth. 1Q 

data also reflected the negative impact from the New Year’s data 

earthquake and disruption to auto production and sales after the 

certification scandal at Daihatsu and as such, the economy is likely to keep 

growing moving forward, possibly above its potential growth rate, driven by 

a recovery in global external demand as well as consumption driven growth 

after the largest wage hike in three decades.  

 

House View and Forecasts 
FX This Week 2Q-24 3Q-24 4Q-24 1Q-25 

DXY 103-107 105.43 105.56 103.45 101.38 

EUR/USD 1.06-1.09 1.06 1.05 1.06 1.06 

GBP/USD 1.23-1.27 1.24 1.22 1.23 1.24 

USD/JPY 153-157 152 149 146 143 

AUD/USD 0.65-0.67 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.66 

USD/MYR 4.71-4.76 4.73 4.68 4.64 4.57 

USD/SGD 1.34-1.37 1.35 1.35 1.34 1.33 

      

Rates, % Current 2Q-24 3Q-24 4Q-24 1Q-25 

Fed 5.25-5.50 5.25-5.50 5.25-5.50 5.00-5.25 4.50-4.75 

ECB 4.50 4.25 3.75 3.50 3.50 

BOE 5.25 5.25 4.75 4.50 4.50 

BOJ 0 - 0.10 0 - 0.10 0 - 0.10 0 - 0.10 0 - 0.10 

RBA 4.35 4.35 4.35 4.10 4.10 

BNM 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

Source: HLBB Global Markets Research 

 

Up Next 

Date Events 

 

Prior 

16-May AU Unemployment Rate (Apr) 3.80% 
 JN Industrial Production MoM (Mar F) 3.80% 
 US Building Permits MoM (Apr) -4.30% 
 US Initial Jobless Claims  231k 
 US New York Fed Services Business Activity (May) -0.6 
 US Philadelphia Fed Business Outlook (May) 15.5 
 US Import Price Index YoY (Apr) 0.40% 
 US Industrial Production MoM (Apr) 0.40% 
17-May SI Non-oil Domestic Exports YoY (Apr) -20.70% 
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 CH New Home Prices MoM (Apr) -0.34% 
 CH Industrial Production YTD YoY (Apr) 6.10% 
 CH Retail Sales YTD YoY (Apr) 4.70% 
 CH Fixed Assets Ex Rural YTD YoY (Apr) 4.50% 
 CH Surveyed Jobless Rate (Apr) 5.20% 
 MA GDP YoY (1Q F) 3.90% 
 HK GDP YoY (1Q F) 2.70% 
 EC CPI Core YoY (Apr F) 2.70% 
 US Leading Index (Apr) -0.30% 
Source: Bloomberg 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report is for information purposes only and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any 

particular recipient. The information contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice and is not intended as an offer or 

solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any of the financial instruments mentioned in this report and will not form the basis or a part of 

any contract or commitment whatsoever. 

 

The information contained in this publication is derived from data obtained from sources believed by Hong Leong Bank Berhad (“HLBB”) to be reliable 

and in good faith, but no warranties or guarantees, representations are made by HLBB with regard to the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the 

data. Any opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the authors of the report and do not necessarily represent the opinion of HLBB or any of 

the companies within the Hong Leong Bank Group (“HLB Group”). The opinions reflected herein may change without notice and the opinions do not 

necessarily correspond to the opinions of HLBB. HLBB does not have an obligation to amend, modify or update this report or to otherwise notify a 

reader or recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or 

subsequently becomes inaccurate.  

 

HLB Group, their directors, employees and representatives do not have any responsibility or liability to any person or recipient (whether by reason of 

negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or information, expressed or implied, arising out of, contained 

in or derived from or omission from the reports or matter.  

 

Potential and actual conflict of interest may arise from the activities of HLB Group. HLB Group constitute a diversified financial services group. These 

entities engage in a wide range of commercial and investment banking, brokerage, funds management, hedging transactions and other activities for 

their own account or the account of others. In the ordinary course of their business, HLB Group may effect transactions for their own account or for 

the account of their customers and hold long or short positions in the financial instruments. HLB Group, in connection with its business activities, may 

possess or acquire material information about the financial instruments. Such activities and information may involve or have an effect on the financial 

instruments. HLB Group have no obligation to disclose such information about the financial instruments or their activities.  

 

The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. Whilst every effort is made to ensure that statements of facts made 

in this report are accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, expressions of opinion and other subjective judgments contained in this report are 

based on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date of the document in which they are contained and must not be construed as a 

representation that the matters referred to therein will occur.  Any projections or forecasts mentioned in this report may not be achieved due to 

multiple risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of complete and accurate 

information. No assurance can be given that any opinion described herein would yield favourable investment results. Recipients who are not market 

professional or institutional investor customer of HLBB should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor prior to taking any investment 

decision based on the recommendations in this report.  

 

HLBB may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this report, however the inclusion of a link does not imply that HLBB endorses, 

recommends or approves any material on the linked page or accessible from it. Such linked websites are accessed entirely at your own risk. HLBB does 

not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for consequences of its use.  

 

This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any state, 

country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. This report is for the use 

of the addressees only and may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed on to any other person or published, in part or in whole, for any purpose, 

without the prior, written consent of HLBB. The manner of distributing this report may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries. Persons 

into whose possession this report may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this report, a 

recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
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